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b - 1 

& - 2 

Hence 

we know that these variables form the .nold's no. 

Hence

From physical considerations we can surmise that 
Ap per unit length of pipe will be eonstant, or Ap w1ll 
be directly proportional to L, Also 1s the kinetic
energy per unit volume and is a physically more significant 
parameter. Hence ve may write the relationship in the special 
Torm. 

AP 

The term written the brackets is the frictionn 
coefficient whiah 1s a function of the Reynolds no. and 
the relative roughness projection. 

3.7. General Froblem_of Fluid Motion 
In general, the only variables that can inflnencee 

fluid notion are of the follovdng three eategories-(1) the 
several1 linear dinensions fully defining the geometrical 
boundary conditions a,b,ce,d ete. (2) Kinematic and dynanie
eharacterist ics of flow,
pressure increment A p discharge , hydranlie gradient or 
boundary shear wi11 be derivatives ot these) (3) the fluid 
propert1es of density ,specifie weight Y, viscosity, 
surface tensiond, and élastie modnlus, e, Aisuming that 
h of these charáoteristies is involved in the motlon. 

1.. a mean velocityV and a 

f(a,b,a,4,7, A P, P, Y, , ,) = 0 
The variables a, b,o and d have dimens ions of 

Length and can only torm dimensionless ratios 11e 
Eonee these three are ritten by inspection 

and the variables b,e, and d are elim inated from subsequent 
analysis. 

Now, the remaining variables are 

, PP,1, A,, * 
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Tterms. Let: 1ght in number, and there will befire 
and Pbe takeñ as repeat1ng variables. The dimensiona 
matrix 1s then arranged in the following manner 

AP 
1 1 

-1 -2 -1 -1 1 1 

-1 2 -1 -2 2 -2 

Dimensional eguations for zero dimensions of 

+ka + k3 4 + *kg 
Length k -22 *3-s 6 - 3g8 

-2k-2k2 -3 2-2k - r 

Mass 

Time 

Solving for kg, k, and kg in terms of k to kg» 

kg -(4+2 +*3 +4,+ ) 

k (2 +2k2+k+24+2) (11) 

(111) 6 k-3 
If successive valueS of 1 are given to non-repeating 

matrix of solutions is wTitten variables in each 7 term, the 

by inspection of equations (1), (ii) and (1i1),, the sixth, 
seventh and eighth colunns being the coefficientS of kskg 

and kg respectively. 

MATRTX OP SOLUTIONS: 

AD 
-2 -1 

+1 

1 -1 -1 

TA -1 -2 -1 

2 -1 

Sence

since Y = Pg. 
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M 

R 

or 

apy 

7 2 
e7P Pv 

Thns we may write,
Constt. f ( 

(A P/P 
The same result could have been obtained ithout 

the matrix notation, evaluating each 7 term one by one. 

3.8. Examples of parameters of a sedinent transporting 
self fomed channel - If we take all the variables separately, 
ve get results involving Froude s no, Reynmolds no., and 

aandia), / (coeff. 'of varia- variables likse 

tion) etc., and there arë too many terms for a useful result. 
Profes sor Waite reduced the nunber of variables by assuning 
that the fall velocity of grain instill water takes all the 
relevant solid and lHquid properties into account. Tthen the 
independent variables are, discharge, sediment discharge, 
iall velocity, gravitational accelerátion. Dependent variables 
are channel dimens ions, Area, hydraulic mean depth, slope etc 

A = f ( , 9g, *, 8 
or f' A, Q, , W, 8) = 0 

8ince only two dimensions L and T are involved 
there will be only tvo equations and the mber of T teimswill be three. Let A, W and 9gbe non-repeating, and and 8Tepeating variablea. 
One tem can be written by inspection vis. 

Let 
L 23a+b 

2b 00 

b2/5 
a- 4/5 

q/5 
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-1--20 0 
1/5 
-2/5 

or Tg 

755 
Hence A2/5 

3.9. 
vicinity of a sol1d vall The average, velocity U at a distance 

from the boundary in straight parallel flov depends on 
roughness height e, a length L (say dià. in case of a pipe) 
the kinematic viscosity of the fluid », ass density of 

fluid P and boundary shear 

Velocity distribution of turbulent flov in the 

and L will form the ratios and 
The dimensional matrix for the rest 1s, 

3 
1 M 

2 -3 1 
L 

-1 -21 T 

There are five variables and two T terms are erpected

(1) 

L 2+ 23 3 (11) 

S0lve for k3 and 1n terms of kand k2 

2 
32 

Substituting for and ka in (11) 

k2 2 3 
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or k- 1/2 + 1/2 k2 

+1/2k 1/2 k2 
k3-2 

Matrix of solutions 

To 

T 1 +1/2 -1/2 
1 -1 -1//2 +1/2 TT2 

U 
To 

T2 

Or 



CHAPTER-IV 

DIRSIGN OF DIFFERENT KINDS OP MODELS 
CLOSED CONDUIT MODELSs

1. Slation of Prototzne resistance: 
In thi8 kind of flow (including flow around deeply

subnerged bodies), gravitat1onal and surface tension effects
are absent-normally the forces involved are only viscous 
and inertial forees, ( For unsteadly flow elastie forces 
also are involved). 

In steady osed conduit flow Reynolds law applies. 
If two systems have sim1lar boundaries of the same relative 
roughness, the flows will_be sinilar in every detai1 when 
Reynolds nos, are equal, Equal Reymolds mumbers are seldom 
possible, but almost complete similitude can be obtained by 
approximáte equal1ty. 

The fesistance law has different forms for cases 
of (1) laminar, (11) smooth wall turbulent, and (ii1) rough 
vall turbulent flows. Model procedure is different for each 
case. 

Laninar Flow: 
Prototype Reynolds no 2000- If flow is steady 

and uniform inertial forces will not be involved, and 
complete sinilitude will be obtained under all conditions, so 
long as flow is laninar. If flow is either nsteady or non 
unifora inert1al forces also are irvolved, and the model
should be designed to have the same Reynolds mmber as in the 
protetyype. The time scale and other scales will apply in 
accordance vith Reynolds law. 

Turbulent Flow 
In most of the cases prototype Reynolds mmber vill 

be 10 or more, much beyond the trans ition zone between 
laminar and turbulent flow. In this range the relative rough 
ness of the prototype boundary 1s a controlling factor,
in that it determines wnich of the two types of surfacs
resistance nooth or rough) will prevall. The eriteri1a 
Tor nature of boundary flow are as belowi- 

+smooth Smooth flow 

4to 60, transition 

> 60 rough flov 

Complote Reynolds ani1itude requires not only that the 
resistance coeffioients of model and prototype be equal, 
but also that the type of resistanee be the Same.



O 
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hen theprototype boundaries are ydraulica11ySmooth, the model boundaries are 11ewise made mooth
but egua res1stance apeffieients vill be obtained oniy, 1if 
Reymolds numbers are also the same. r the Reynolds muiber
of the model ls 1ower, the resistance v11l be disproportion 
ately high in the modé1, and must be adjusted according to 
theory when prototype béhaviour is pred1cted. 

When the prototype boundáries are relatively rough, 
on the other hand, the mode of flow w11l generally be rough 
turbulent, in which there is a constant res1stance coefticient 
equal for the same relative roughness to that of the proto 
pe, and the results may be transferred without reservation 

When the required value of R cannot be obtained in 
model, the following expedient may be used. The resistance 
coerficient of the prototype ean be duplicated in the mo del 
at one particular value of the Reynolds no., by making the 
model snoother than the prototype. For other values of flo 

,the resistance coefficient and hence of 
different, and 

be 
the data will have to be adnsted berore

transference to the prototype. (Pl. see fig. 4.1.). 
6 

If R in the model can be mada 10 or even 0.5 10, 
the errors involved are negligible for rough turbulent flo 
in the prototype. In most model studies inertial effects 
involving gates, valves, transitions, bends etc. are prede 
ainant in comparison to surface resistance. The exceptions 
usually involve long conduits for which difference in 
t results in serious discrepancies. The distorted surface
losses in the conduit portion may for example, be campensated 
by redacing the roughness or decreasing the length. only 
the inertial loss can be detemined in the model and erpress-
ed as a percentage of tthe total head, Just above the fitting 
or transition. 

42. Separation Bfecta 
Under conditions in which the flow separates frema 

the boundaries, the geometry of the boundaries loses its 
primary 81gnifcance, and similitude is largely dependent 
upon the dynamic action of the fluid, Separation may occu 
hen (1) there 1s abrupt chaage or discontinuity of a 
boundary (2) velocities exceed those required for incipient 
cavitation, and (3) the boundary layer expands in the tace 
of an adverse pressure gradient (Pl, see Fig.4.2.) 

In the first case the point of a separation s 
fized and vill be the same int Paration 3 fixed and will be the same in the model and the protoupe 
and the eddy tormation will be fairly sinilar to that the 
prototype, 1 the Reyno1ds nunbers are of the same order of 

gnitude 
Beparation due to cavitation is governed by the 

criteria separately given for aavitation. 

Conditions which detemine the location of boundaryayer separatlon are complex, for they include the geometry 
and roughness of the boundary, and the Reynolds number and 
turbulence of the flow. Moreover, a pronounoed shift in 
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separation point often occurs when the boundary layer 

changes in tpe from laminar to turbulent. 

run at velocities high enough to ensure a turbulent boundary

layer, the distortion in the location of the point or 

separation wi1i be small. Def inite assurance of sinilari1ty 

in the point of separation can be obtained only 1f the 

relative roughness, as we11 as the Reymolds no., are the same 

in the model and the prototype. 

If a model 1s 

43. Cavitation Studies:

Cavitation in Hydraulie struetures results when the 

pressure falls below the vapour pressure of the l1quid at 

SOme point in the system. Its occurrence may cause (a) damnage 

by pitting (b) serious vibration and (c) marked reduction 

in flow efficiency. The particular effect of avitation 

being studied determines the type of model test. In general, 

there are two techniques (1) Operation of model at atmos 

pheric pressure. 

(2). Operation at Scaled atnosphere, or reduced pressure: 

When the problem involves the prediction or 

elinination of cavitation erosion, the first technique is 

suitable. Detailed measurements of pressure distribution 

in the model Will reveal sub-atmospheric pressures which, 
scaled to prototype terms, may aPproac 
(E.g. a negative head of 1.5 m. in model will correspond to 

9 

the vapour pressuree 

m in the prototype if length ratio, Le is 6). This 

should be regarded as evidence of possible cavitation in the 

prototYpe. egative pres sures exceeding one half the 

atmospheric pressure ar considered intolerable in the proto- 

type, as local 

detect negative pressureareas, piezometer connections should

be very carefiiy iocated at a possible locations. 

rregularities may cause local cavitation. To 

The vibration and energy loss effects of cavitation 

can be studied best in reduced pres sure model, Such that 

the pressure at the test s2ction can be maintained at any 

desired degree of vacuum, Such a test facility makes it 

possible to duplicate cavitation conditions in the model by 

arranging equal values of the 'cavitation numbert in model 

and prototype. Cavitation number is written as, 

-
28 

where h, 1s the piezametric head at some reference section,

b 1s the vapour pres sure head of the model fluid at ambient

tempereture and V/2g 1s the reference velocity head.

For the sane value ofo- in model and prototype, 
the pattern of cavitation, and hence the flow efficiency, 

wili be the s ame. 81ince the frequency of vibration and the 

rate of pitting will vary in proportion to the velocity 
however, and since the physical propertles of the boundary 
material will also be ihvolved, such factors mustt be given 

proper condit1on in predicting the structural behaviour of 

the prototype from model tests. 
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ExenpleA baffle pier 1s to be tested in a free-surface 
water tunnel with a length ratio I 1/25. Woat pressur
should be maintained ins1de the tunnel to malke the cavi1tation
index the same for model and prototype ? For the pototpee 
atmospherie pressure 1s 10.3 m and vapour presssure 12.5 cms. 
of ter at 100C. 

satistied following cavitation condition has to be 
satisfied 

/2 
( 2g m 
(28) 

Now since it is a free surface problem, Froude 's 
riterion ust also be satisified. From Froude is Criterion 

LF/2EL 
(/2s 

and 

Hence 1 
1/25 

r = 1/25 A.- * v 
= 1/25 ( 10.3 o.125) + 0.125
0.532m abs. 

At this pressure, the model will indicate the location and extent of càvitation in the prototype 1f the 
Froude numbers are the same.

4,4.Copresgih111ty in hateady Fle: 
Problems in which compress ibility is iportant are seldom encountered in hydraulics ercept in cases of unsteady tlow. E.g. the design and operation of closed conduit systes, such a8 Dumping plant delivery 1ines, pover stations, and surge tanks, iavolve knowledge of the elastia behaviour of 11quid and conduit under transient conditions, annd deta led model studies of such problems must, hence, be based upon the Mach Lav of similitude. Hovever, mo$t of these problems can be handled adequately by análytical or raphicalmethods, and model studies are not always nocessary.
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A method developed by GAbson ( The investigation 
of the surge tank problam by model eperiments Proc. 
Inst. C.E. Vol.219 Pt.I, 1924-25, p.161, abs tract Guthrie 
Brown Vol,1, po 127) for model study of surge tanks will be 

dealt with 1ater.



CHAPTER-v 
OPEN CHA NNBL MODE LS 

5.1. General 
The technique of open channe1 models 1s camp11cateed 

by the presence of an open water surface, which 1s free to 
e shape of the surface

in the prototype is ot precisely known, though we do kno0w 
that 1t 1s a surface of constant pressure compri1sing one or 
the flow boundaries. The dominating force 1s that of gravity

or weight, and thus the Froude Law of sim111tude 1s pertinent, 
with some adjus tment s and limitations, hich often require 
scale distortions to accomodate the effect of other forcess.

change in position and shape. Usua.lly

Problems of free surface flow involving ydraul11c 
(1) overflow struetures generally consist of three part8 

and underflow sections (2) transit1ons, and (3) enerE 
dissipators, any. or all of which may be included 1in a single
model, It 1s customary to preserve complete geometric simi- 
larity 
by the Froude 's law. The testing technique , as veI1 as the 

interpretation of model results, varies somewhat for the 
different ports of a structure, each of which will be 

discus sed separately. 

and model heads are adjusted to the values requred 

Problems of canal or river hydraulics, on the other 

hand, involve the prediction of stage discharge relation 

ships, sCour and deposition, and the passage of floods, and 
can seldom be studied with ndistorted models. Altthough 
the Froude lav is st1l11 the bas1c sinilitude criterion, 
surface roughness and viscous resistance must be given care 
rl consideration. Problems of river models will be consi 
dered in detail later. 

5.2. Overflow and Underflow Structures: 
Examples of these structures are spillways and 

out let works, divers1on dams, sluiceways, Canal intakes, 
waste weirs, chrutes, re gulators and falls. A1 these 
structures usually involve change of flow fron' suberitical 
to yper-critical, n India the model boundaries generally 
cons ist of smooth concrete or cement plaster, and occasion

ally of planed Wood or sheet etal- all thesé surfaces 
provide the required smoothness. With scale ratios of 1/30 
to 1/60, the erfects of distorted resistance in the mode1 
are small in comparison to the inertial erfects and resuts
ere transferable with few re servations. More precise cal- 

brations may, hovever be obtained with enlarged seetional 
models. Such models which naYy have a scale ratio or 1:5 to 
1:10 should be at least 2 ft. in width, and approach
cond1t1ons should be arranged vith care. The best shape of 

overflow profile, as Well as the profile of the water 

8urface, may also be obtained with a higher degree of accu 
racy in such a model, 

When the problem 1volves overfall shapes with high 
Coeffic1ents and sub-atmospheric pressures, the existence 

and effects of adyerse pres sure gradients 11kely to cause 



Separation should be ivestigated. The procedure for th1 

purpose follows that discussed earlier. 

In addition to phys ion1 measuresents, the genera1. 
noted, 1t i11 appearance of flow should be oarefu1

often indicatea need for rerision not apparent in pky 1ca1 
data, 0rten sn11 disturbanoes in the model hve intolerable 
adverse erfects in the prototpe, and a judgenent on these

is based on excperience rather than on theorJ.

Braple spillay-prototype. erest length 500 ?t d1ss 
eharge 200, 000 cfs, C in prototype approxtely 3.80.

To find 4 and aviiabde lab. diechare
being 5 cusecsS. 

200.000 2/3 
3.80 00 

22.3 ft. 

If full capacity of lab. is utilised 5 eusees 

5 5 
200,000 

nearly

Let the scale be taken as 1/70 

Then , L/2 200,000 88 cusecs.

222 0.319 ft. which 1s more than the 

minimm of 0.25 ft. considered necessary to eliminate other 

forces. Hence satisfactory. 

5.3. Trangition Structures: 
Open channel transition structures may invole

changes in elevation or changes in plan, Model testS on 

transition structures are very desirable, 
critioal flow.

specially n super

The model data on water surface prof1les andd prossure 
distribution may generally be transferred to the prototype 
by the Iroude relationships alone. However, when ummsually 
hrge dLrer gences are involved, the influence of tbe dis 
tortedboundary layer on separátion shonld investiated by 
nethods previously discus sed. In Jong flat transitions, 
boundary resistance in, the model may be disproportionatelyy 
h1hand a distortion in slope or length may be required
to otset 1t. The d1stortion can be aaãopl1ahed on the 
bas1sof computed lesses in model and prototype, s eplained
later in conjunction with fired bed models.

ien the prototype yelooities are hich, _as in case 

of long steop ahute or sp11lway, the aheet er ter 
entreins appreaiable peroentegeí of air, thereby increas ing 
the depth o? flow. This phenomenon hich is knoin as in 
sufflation _1s not duplicated in the ordinary aodel based
on Troude av of sin1l11tude. It 1s, therefore, neces8r too 
o11owance for bulking when determining héights of 
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training walls from model studies. Special models wherein
high ve+ocities are init1ated by discharge from a pressure 
tank into the model chute may be used to accomp11sh in 
sufflation for qualitative studies. 

5.. nerg Dissipatorg 
The energy dissipator 1s designed to protect the 

main structure from damage by fast flowing weter- the energy 
dissipator is itself a major structure and should not be 
washed away. The coventional method of evaluating stiiling- 
bas in performance 1s by the general apperance of flow, esS 
pecially for preliminary des1gns. The presence of extreme
turbulence, vaves, high exit velocities, and hlgh velocity
eddies or pulsating flow in the downstream port1on of the 
structure indicates the need for refinement of design or 
abandoment of the particular plan, Each design should be 
tested over the complete range of discharge and tai1 water 
conditions. Basins that do not have a fairly wide range of 
permissible tail water are ordinarily not practical, since 
many unknown variables such as degradation of stream beds or 
power plant discharge are not refiected in the preparation 
of the tail water curve. Hefinment in designs of stilling 
basins may be evaluated by comparing neasured (1 ) velocities 
(2) wave heights, (3) pressures and (4) erosion of the 
downstreamriver bed. The general operating conditions, pre- 
ferably recorded on photographs will also help to evaluate 
the effectiveness of a particular de3ign 

Wave and surge heights are particularly important where the dischar ge is pas sed directly from the stiling basin into an unlined canal since the waves have a destructive 
effect on the sloping banks. Maintenance costs can be reduceed
considerably if waves and surges can be held to a minimum . 
In such cases it is desirableto record wave heights and 
period by notion pictures. Oscillograph records or other
instantaneous methods.

he most objective criterion to judge stilling basin behaviour 1s that of comparative erosion. To make qualitative erosion studies, a readily erodible sand or gravel 1s used to represent the channel downstream from the stilling basin. The measured depth and extent of erosion indicate the relativeeffectivenes s of the basin under test when compared with 
eros ion patterns from other basins if the same bed material 1s used. The erosion pattern and depth in the model may or may not represent that in the prototypedepending on the model nater ial1. If the model1 material just starts to erode at model velocity corresponding to prototype velocity just competent to start eros ion in the prototype, scour measure ments will be quantitat ively applicable, at least approxdmately, The duration of testt 1s not based on Froude 's eriterion. The flow should be maintained till measurable and fairly stable) scour deve lops, and the durationshould be held constant in al1 compärative uns. 
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5.5. xed bed channe14
Problems involving relatively 1long stretches of 

either a canal or a river, where in actual changes in bed 

configurat ion are not critical are usually studied in fixed 

bed mode ls. The influence of wall resistance is generally 
of major iaportance in such problems and cannot be 1gnoredd
or adjusted when the results are interpreted. 

Unless a very 1large nodel is made, distortion in 

slope is required (1) to offset the disproportionately 

high resistance (2) to ensure sufficiently high. Reynolds no. 

for turbulent flow, or (3) to accommodate the model in the 
available space. In the first case, the vertical exaggeration 

is designed to compensate for high model res1stance. In 
other cases extra or artificial model roughness may be re 
guired to compensate for exaggerated model slope. 

The required distortion of slope can be computed 

with Suffic ient precision from the emperical Manning formula -

14g R2/3 s1/2 (foot uni1ts)

In order that the. velocity ratio wil1 vary with 

the square root of the depth scale, as required by Froude's

Law 
R/3 1/2 

If the model were undistorted s 1, R Yr 

/3/ Then 

1/6 (1) or 

Since we know that n varies as 1/6th power of the 

roughness projection K, it means that Ks should be reduced
in the same ratio as the length scale- this 1s often inprac 

tical and even 1f practical may change the nature of the 

boundary layer itself, from rough turbulent to smooth turbu-

lent in extreme cases the flow may become laminar ( in 
movable bed models s imil1arity of sediment movement imposes

its own condition). Substituting y/ for S,, results in 

the express ion, 
1/2 

2 

(2) 
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(3 
Also 

For wide channel
and 

2 

1/3 
2 (4) 

or 

or 43/4, 3/2 (5) 

6) 3/ 

AMo 3/2 
and 4/3 

Hence 2 (4/3 +3/2) n 

2 (7 
or, Jr 

17/6 = , n 
If n is known for the model and prototype, n is 

also known, and the exaggeration 7,/1 can be adjusted for 

a given depth y and hydraulic radius R. In models for which

the slope distortion is dictated by other considerations, 

an adjustnent of model roughness is required to duplicate 

the prototype conditions. If the distortion, and the value 

of n for the protótype are known, the require 

n for the model can be computed from the equation 5.Unless 

basic data are available in a particular laboratcary on the 

values of n for different types of roughness, the required 

roughness adjusted for a particular depth, will yield 

dependable results for flow at or near that depth. If a 

problem ivolves several depths, the model roughness should

be adjusted to give an average friction that is approximately

right for each depth, or the roughness may be varied with 

depth for a closer approximation at all depths. 

valn of 

It may be noted that_Manning's formula applies

only at sufficiently high values of R for viscous effect

to be negligible. 

5.6, Scale for Unifom Channgls: 
If channel under study in uniform, Froude's law need 

not neces sarily be satisf1ed. Any properly corresponding set 
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of scales of 1inear dimens ions, disoharge and velocity, 
me and roughnoss will ensure that the model wili reproduce 
Prototype surface prof1les., These relations are prototype 

2/3 
p 2/3 for the model V 49 n 1/2 

Hence R2/3 1/2 

Since 

(+) 

1/23/21 (5) 

The time scale can be derived from the fo1lowingg 

relations, 

T Yolyne scale 
dis charge scale 

, (6) 

In non-uniform flow there is interchange of velocity 
and pressure heads from section to section, and for correct
reprodwction of water surface profiles it is necessary thatt 
Froudian Lav should be satisfied, However, in actual practice
small departures from Froude 's Law are tolerated as they lead 
to negl1gible errors,

Example to 11lwstrate the use of Manning's criterion for 
r1gid bed channels 

Cons1der a rectangular prototype channel 90m wide 
by 3 deep . 
PiTst Und1storted model 

1/6 

If 1 1s fixed, n, must satisfy the above relationship.

E.g. 1f 1 7°= ° = O.505 
If the prototype channel has a concrete surface

with = 0,014, the required model = 0.0071, OuLa 

be ipractical to get this value of n, and even if obtained 
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will change the nature of bouniary flow fron rough t 

Snooth 
Distorted model, and y, fixed for other Second 

cons iderat ions, to find n, 

Let " 1/30 

Hodel width = 1.5 m and depth = O.1 m 

2.81 m 

45 x 0,1 0.0884 m 

R O.0884
2.81 31.5 

4/3 R 4/3 

60 ( 1/31.8) *7 = O.60 

n 0.775

This is a more praciical value. The Reynolds
mmber for total flow, as well as nature of boundary flow 
are more conducive to similarity. 

Third: Let n, be fixed - we may have to use the same type 
of surface as* in the prototype, so that n. = 1 

Also let L, be 1 as before, to find y 

4/3 -n 1. 

NoW, 2.81 m 

Hence = 0.1305 m 
1.5 Y 
T.5 Ya 

O.1305

From which, y,, = 016 ma 

And, y 16 1 T8.3 
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Distortion, 60 
T8.8 

3.19 

In each case 7 
If 9 1s fixed, then out of Y and n 

only one can be chosen.



CHAPTER-VI 

MOVABIE BED CHA NNELS

6.1. ntroduction: 

There are many open-channel problem s, notably 

river problems, involving movement of sediment. Such problems 

are usually studied in movable bed-models, though limited

studies for current directions and velocities can also be 

made in fixed bed models. 0nly limited similitude can be 

attained in movable bed models, which are practically always

distorted vertically. Even then they have proved their

Worth in giving dependable answers to river problems. 

The application of mathematical approach to simili

tude in movable bed models is very difficult. The number 

of equations involved is large and some of these_e.g. the 

bed load equation and the flow equation for mobile bed 

channels are themseleves only approximately define d. An 

effort at deriving scale relationships from known equations 

for distorted, movable bed models made by Einstein and ing 

Chien (TASCE Vol,121,, 1956 Similarity of Distorted River 

Hodels with Novamble Beds') will be discussed later. 

The comnon procedure is to se lect horizontal scale

on basis of available space or discharge, The distortion 

in the vertical scale is taken on basis of earlier experience 

on succes sful river models of similar characteristics. 

Distortion of more than six is usually considered inadvisable, 

though some successiful models have been made and run with 

larger exaggeration. Distortion of four or less is consideredd 

desirable. Greater distortion is permissible in wide shallow 

streams than in narrow deep ones. 

Distortion becomes necessary to ensure sufficient 

movement of mo del bed material, yet it introduces certain 

undesirable effects - the exaggeration may increase the 

slopes of the model banks beyond their angle of repose so 

that they will not 1onger stand; 1f the banks can be assumed 

non erodible they can be made of a rigid material. Distortion 

also increases the 1ongitudinal slope of the stream and tends 

to increase velocity and reduce water depth to such an extent 

that artificial model roughnes s may be required to restore it. 

The bed roughness is a function of the bed material which is 
amenable to 1imited adjus tment only. f some natural materials 
are used so that the sp. gravity ratio 1s one, ade quate 
movement requires smaller naterial While roughness needs a 

larger size, By using.11ght materials, 1ike coal (sp.gr.1.30) 
pumice (1.7), resins (1.09 to 1,13), etc. better results can 

be obtained in this re spect. Even sô, there may be distortion 
in discharge and velocity scales from the theoretical 
Froudian Law . If such departure 1s large, water surface 
predictions f the model may not be very réllable. 
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Another erfect of vertica1 exaggerat Lon 1s distor-
tion of lateral distribution of veloc1y. iienco inproblems 
of confluenee of two streans, channels split by 1slands and 
in case of sharp beds, the distortion should be kept as snall 
as poss ible.

6.2. Verification: 

A necessary feature of movable bed models is 

verification i.e. obtaining scour and deposit effects in the 
model corresponding to known past scours and depos1ts in 

the prototype by running prototype discharges adjusted to 

trial scales of discharge and tine. If the verif icationis 
successiul, then these trial scales can be adoptted for further 
studies. The essential requisite for verification 1s an 
accurate survey of the prototype, depicting events that are 
to be verified (e.g. before and áfter a flood) and hydro 
logical data îor the events. 

The verification process must be limited to certain 

prescribed events:

The known event in the prototype for model verifi- (a) 
cation should involve phenomenon pertinent to the proposed 
study. .g. reproduc tion of flood gauges is not adequate for 
a nodel neant to study bed movement. 

(b) 
action of reasonable duration. Thus a model meant to study
river stability should not be verified for a single high 
flood but for at least an entire flood season. 

The event in the prototype must represent a continuous 

The event in the prototype should represent normal, (c) 
yearly,, phenomena. Freak floods resulting from hurricanes 

should be avoided.

(d) 
from conditions under which the model was verified, the 
less trust worthy become the resullting data. Thus data 
from the test of a system of dykes which change the regimen 
of the river only slightly are to be he Ld more trust worthay
than data from a series of cut offs which markedly change 
the regámen of the river. 

The more the plans to be tested in the model depart 

The actual verificat ion of a movable bed model 
resolves itself into a trial and error process of adjus tment. 
The model is set up to accord with conditions as they existed 
in the prototype umn odiately prior to the be ginning of the 
verification event, It is then a case of determining that 
set of operating conditions which will result in reproduetion 
of the event. Among the items that may be adjusted are. dis 
charge s cale, water surfaoe slopes, types of bed materials, 
magnitude of tine scale, roughness of fixed boundaries, rate 
of feeding of bed materials. Somet imes a variable tine 'scale 
has to be adopted for dii'ferent stages of flow.
6.3. Eins tein and Ning Chien 's approach to design of P. River 4+0). mode ls with movable beds T.A.S.C.3. Vol.121,1956, 
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6.33.Distortions 
n this study by the authors several distoritions 

are contemplated: 

1. If the ratio of horizonta1 lengths I 1s independent of depth ratio h, the model is vertically dstorted. penden
2. If the grain size ratio, D 1s different from Ir 
and h a, third length ratio is intfoduced and with ita 
second distortion. 

If the slope ratio S 1s chosen independent of Ir 
the model 1s as sum ed to be tilted in addition to 

3. 
and h. 

cheraistortions 
I the ratio of effective densities of sediment(k- 1 assumed to. be different from the ratio of fluid densities 

which is unity) there is a fourth distortion. 
A rifth distortion is introduced in the time scale 

ifthe duration of flood stages in the model is taken to a 
different time scale than the one obtained from veloeity and 
sediment movement considerationsS. 

A sixth distortion is a result of the inpossibility 6. 
of obtaining suspended- load rates in a model in the same 

scale at which the bed load rates are reproduced, i.e. the 
bed load rate ratio is different from the total load rate 
ratio 

7 
settling velocities Vsr of corresponding grains to be differen 
fron th ratio of the corresponding flow velocities. 

6.4. Relationships Describing A1luyial Flows: 

A seventh and last distortion permits the ratio of 

(1) Friction criterioni- Assune a flow equation of the forn, 

V C/g s1/2 h1/2+ m 

D 
In the Manning form m = 1/6. However in the general 

case the resistance law may be different from Mannings and 
should be detemined by trial, As suning that the exponent
mis the, same for the model and the prototype, we get the 
ratio relationship 

(1) 
T 

For exact sinilarity y = 1 

(2) roude Griterion 
This gives, 

AF (2) 

A gain for exact s in 1larity A¥ = 1 
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(3) & (4) Sediment Tranaport Criterion 
According to Einstein th1s relationship 18 defined 

as is a function of *. Neglecting the effect of 

grading.

9(-) 
R 1s the bed load transport by we1ght/unit width/unit tie. 

If is to be equal in model and prototype, and 

if the same liquid 1s used so that hr 
It folows that 

Ve 
(3 

Again, neglecting the effect of grading, 

D 

Where R' 1s the hydraulie mean depth of surface 

drag only ( neglecting form drag). Let , hh where h is 

the total depth, corrected for side friction where necessary 

too should be equal in the model and the prototype 

Then 

(A-4) 1 
(4) h 5 

(5) Laminar Sublayer Criterion 

For similarity the relative projection of the grain 

out side the laminar sub-layer should be the same in th2e 

model and the prototype 1.e. Or z D 

Now 1 proportional to 
Assum ing to 

be equal in model and prototype, 
being the shear velocity. 

and equals 
Hence

Dr s S (5 
or 

AS should be wnity but a slight deviation is pemis sible. 
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(6) The ratio of bed load to total load in model and (6) 
prototype should be detemined4, 

Let (6) 

(7) Rydraulie time ratio is defined by the equat1on, 

1r (7 

Time to 1s the time scale at which the prototype (8) 
hydrographs must be repeated 'in the model1, thus 1t indicates 
the duration of individual flows. Ratios óf this time must 
be such that corresponding tine 1ntervals are required by 
corresponding sediment rates qm to fil1 corresponding 
volumes. Expressed in ratios, this equat1on can be written 
for the unit width as 

Tr 2r s- h (8) t2r 
T 1s measured as submerged wt./unit time/ unit 

vidth. 

(9) T1lt,
AN (9 

Mhere aN 1s the addit ional slope provided by tilt. Sch tilt 1s not pemissible in reversible or tidal flows. 

The nine independent,eguations given above are 
tabulated in table No ,11. 

As v1ll be seen fram the table there are 18 variables 
in all as beloW 

13 ratios first thirteen columns) 
4 - alue s ( last four columns ) 

-exponent in the flow equation, m 
Out of the se the four 

1 

A values, m and three of 
are assumed known or computed from known data. Ths 1eaves ten unknown ratios and nine equations. 

and 
all others will be determined from 1t ( if no deviation in 
values is to be alloved). For_lp ri7d independently, solut1or 
for other ratios 1s given in Table2, Solutions have álso been 

the authors for h and -Pr chosen indepen 

the ratios B, C and 

mas free choice can be exercised for only one ratio, 

dently.

tabulated in table No.6.1. 
for other ratios 18 given in Table 6.2, Solut ions have also bea 
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6.5. e A river in flood carries 400,000 ausecs. The 
resitance w appliçable to the river as ell as to mode1 

8.1 

lab.pace permitaa lensth of scale of 200, determine 
the other scales. 

Here 1/6 Ratios are prototype/model) 
C 8.1

Assune that 1 and al1 4 values are also 

Then r 

07 1 ( ezaggeration= 20 
= nearly 5 times 

2-1)/2 (4m 1 

= (200)/? or 03+8

This means that model material should be 2.88 times
larger than prototypematerial.

(s-- , 
B- = D*3= 0.348)-3 

23.9

Ir the submer ged density in prototype 1s (2.65-1.00) 
= 1.65, that in the prototype should be 0.069. The model 
bed needs material o? �ens1ty 1.069 gs/c.c. 
6.6. Binstein- Ning Chien approach indicates thatsin 1larity 
ina mob1le bed channel can not be truely obtained without 
use of 11ght veight material, This fact can be demons trated 
in a simpler way also. nly two conditions are cho sen, first 
Manning- Froude which gives 

7/3 (10) 

W1th respect to sedinent movement, the only oondition 
Lmposed is that the ratio of bed itress to aritioal stress 
La the sAme in the model and the prototype. or 

(11) 
Or 

er Sy 
(Y), D 
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Since »* is unity, and 8, 7, this 1eads to 

(Y-Y» (12) 

Assurning8, n = whioh wi11 be true vhere bed 

ripples are not tmportant equation (10) becomes,

/3 /3 (13) 

Betwe en equation (12) and (13) there are four unknown 
ratios, vis. Ir, Jp De and" 
cally, any two an be freely chosen, and the others deter 
mined. But if ( Y-Yw
equation (12), the solution obtained 1 Y De O 
an undistorted model. This solution is feasibls because 
no condition has been imposed to ensure the same nature
of main flow and boundary flow as in the prototype, As 
s0on as these necessary checks are made, this solution
will beve to be ruled out. 

Y- )n. Hence, theoreti 

s talken equal to unity in 

et Let us take Ir the same as in the Einstein-example.
This may be fixed by 1imitations of space. 

Then assuming various values of yp D and ( Y-Y p 
are calculated and tabulated as belowi 

D (Y-Y Remarks

- 25 0.09 
0.32
0.78 

12.50

All ratios are
200 prototype to model 

50 
100 

It ill be seen that for y 41, the result vil be 
practica1ly the same as by Binste in Mng Chien. Sinoe no 
condition for nature of flow ms been imposed, this will 
bave to be exercised separately 
6.7. A1en Scale models in Eydraulic ngineering) bas given
the tolloving argument in respedt of sottling veloc1ty of 
s1lt in diatorted models.

If the horizontal scale 1s 1: z and vertioal le 1Y 
the velocity ssale for borisontal movement 1s 11/7 
ne scale 1 z(7: Bat aince all vertical depths are eaggereted in the ratio of xi, 1t fo1lows that suspended 
P eshould have a vertioalmot ion /y. 1/ or 

and 

/y 3/6 times as fast as a corre sponding partlcle in nature. 

Soales should be so chosen that the vertial notion of th 
partiole should be the seme 1n the wodel a in the prototype 
and the sonles should be ohosen aacordingly. ir thi 1 
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accepted then A1len's eriterion would require z = / or 

vertical scale equals horizontal scale /3, This 1 
Considered as an approximate working rule by many nd1an 

RIver ngineers. The same relat 1onship followS ITom 

Lacey's general regime equation, 

V 16 R/3 s1/3 

Then 2/3 3 /3 

Assuning that,

1/2 

(L/3 

6.8. Choice of scalas in river models in practice since 

the use of l1ght weight material, except for crushed coal,

18 too expensive to be practical, most of the river nodels 

are made of natural materials and do not have true similarity. 

With proper design and interpretation, they do, however, g1ve 

valnable information if they have be en properly verified. 

The following discussion will be found useful in deciding

scales of natural material models.

(1) Longitudinal Scale_ Available discharge and space 

are oftten important eriteria. Models vith a design flow 

of 0.10 to 0.25 m3/ are found magnageable in size and yet 

not too Small for useful results. 

The width of the mode1 river should not be Smaller than 

about 1 m. This 1s necessary to study the effects of cut-offs

or of river diversions at low stages. If the prototype width 

of a developing cut-off channel 1s 15 m., at a scale of 

say, 1/300, 1t w1ll be too sna1l in the model,. 

(2) Depth Sealei For n 1, Manning Froude criterion

gives 

3 
use of the same material-vhen prototypeThis meansmaterial 1s sand, thiS 1s feasible. For boulder, however, 

shingle 1s usually substituted, 1n which oase,

n3/2

lacey criterion gives y, = 1 
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The above relationships can indicate the range of scale 
exaggeration. 

The scale selected should give (1) a h1gh enough
Reymolds no. in the model(11) a shear Reynolds no. n the 
required range. In case of sands, the water lepth in the 
model should be adequate enough to keep the influence of 
bed ripples at an acceptable 1ievel, It may be noted that bed 
ripples are less prominent in uniform than in graded material. 
The depth should also not be so high that the bed can not be 
visually watched. 

The scale distortion 1s related to slope scale and type 
of material als0. General movement should start in the 
model at a discharge corresponding to that at which it starts 
in the prototype. 

(3) Slope Scale If no tilt 1s given S 

However, some t1lt will often be found desirable in mobile 
bed chanels to increase mobility without increasing distor- 
tion. 

(+) Discharge scale:
Scale is applicable. 

Normally, Froude 's law for discharge 

3 3/2 

HeanderLengthand regimeperimeter are,pgoportional to Q. 
According to this 9 If y = I273 nearly, this 

Sometimes discharge scale is adjusted by trial and 
error in the process of verification. 

(5) Choice ox Material 
model at the stage corresponding to which active bed move- 
ment exists in the prototype, Since large quantities of materials are used in a river model, availabi1ity is also a 
criterion. Tt is seldom economical to process material for 
use. For boulder beds, shingle is usually employed, Ior sandy 
rivers, sand of the same grade as in the prototype river,
or soméwhat finer, is usually employed. 
(6) Time Scale: For movement of water t 

Bed material should move in the 

. But for 

running a hydrograph, generally a tine scale has to be 
evolyed by trial, Lower dis charges have to be run for 
relatively longer periods than higher ddscharges.
(7) Rate of feed of bed materials This is usually adjusted 
for equ1libriun wnless effect of aggradation 1s to be 
studied. 

Roorkee. The range of vertical exaggeration used at Poona, varies from 3 to 6 2/3, mostly falling in the range to 6. 
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Bxample i- A prototype,river has boulder bed and maximum 
discharge of 10,000 mS/s. Available space indicates
1/200. Find other suitable scales.

Using average exaggeration, let y, be kept 1/50. Then 
will be 200 x 5o 37 = 1/71,000 and the 1ab. discharge 

needed about 0.141 /S. Assuming,, this much d1scharge 1s 
available, those suales would be suitable, 1f minimum width 

and Reyno1ds no. are obtained. 
Now from equation (12) ( for tractive stress ratio) 

2 1f unit wt. is the same. 

I 200 
50750 T2.5 

This is from point of 
view of mobility. 

With this D., n, will be as below

D1/6 

T335 
But to maintain correct flow gauges, required 

4/3 ( /3 x 200 

= 1.08 

This is the contradiction by use of natural material, 

Flow similar1ty requires that roughness in the model should

be 1.08 times that of the prototype. Mobility requires, it 
should be neárly

T2.5 h. Actually usin8 D 1 
1.525 

the roughness can be increased and gauges maintained at 
correct levels by using wooden pegs or locally placed 
1arger stones.

6.9. Modelsof Waves 
If the phenomenon to be studied is the form, pattera, 

and travel of waves ( for nstance in a study involving 
break vater ocation for the purpose of reducing wave height ) 
an umdistorted model 1s required. This type of model iss 

designed in strict accordance with the scale relations based

upon Froude Law. ordina 
usually conerete) are used for this type of study. It may

be necessary to adjust the roughness of the model bed to 
ensure correct yeloc1ty of travel of the waves. However it 

is usally found that the surface roughne ss has only a small

effect, 1f any, on the wave simulation. 

cily models with fixed surfaces
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The celerity or speed of prepagation of a gravity wave 
1s represented by the expression, 

Eanh tanh

Where C is the celerity, a the wave length, and y the 
mean depth. 

When 
approaches îhity, and C = /6 

1s greater than about 0.5, tanh value 

This happens when 
2 7T 

wave lengths are relatively smaller than the depth, For 
very long waves in which y 

tends to 2TY

is 0.1 or less tanh 27y 
and c/ 

If scaie distortion is used, it should be seen that 
1t does not alter the kind of wàve pro�uced, 

In harbour models built to investigate vave and surge 
action, the prototype wave from which protection is desired 
may range in period from a few seconds to as much as 5 miutes 
or more. The short period waves (usually from 6 to 18 seconds 
may range from only a foot or so to more than 20 feet in 
height. Long waves
are generally less than 3 ft. in hei 
primarily one concerning short period waves an undistorted 
model should be üsed. Ho wever, as the period of primary waves 
increases the amount of scale distortion which can be tolera- 
ted increases. E.g. a scale distortion of 5 will not result 
in distorted modes of oseillation in a model when wave periods 
are about 2 minutes or more. 

usually from about 1 to5 nts. in period) 
ht. If the problem is 

In models desigmed to study the stability of rubble 
mounds or pressures on impervious break waters, an undistorted 
model should be used and the results interpretéd according 
to Froude 's law. 

Where movement of bed material by waves is to be studied, 
large scale nodelsare to be used. Even so distortion may 
become necessary. Use of 11ght weight material 1s often 
necessary. 

6.10. Models of Tidal Areas 
Models for the study of these phenomena are most 

accurate when construC the prototype 1s wide and shallow or 1f the study 1s more 
concerned ith mean velocities rather than with velocity 
d1stribut1ons, models with geometric dis tortion may be used.
Scale relations are determined in accordance with principles 
already deseribed for distorted and undistorted models of 
open chbanne1s, 

undistorted scalas. However if 

As large areas are to be reproduced, relatively small1 
scales are common. As much fine sediment 1s carried, settlingg 
velocity eriteri1on 1s mportant. 
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In practice the large discbarges involved and sma1l 
scales used necessitate considerable vertical distortions. 

Bxenple 
to make the model of a tidal estuary in which wave formation 
13 not significant, An area 50 km. long and 20 km. wide 1 
to be reproduced in the model which includes 250 sq.kn. of 
sea and ereeks. At maximun tidal leyel, the cross-sectional 
area of the tidal estuary is 8000 m and the maximn velo 
eity is 1.5 /S. The t1dal range 1s 5 m. 

Find the model scales if available discharge is 0.20/8.
Assune that maxinu reate of 1nflow to the sea creeks 1s0% 
more than the average. 

A model tray 45 m long by 20 m wide 1s ava1lable 

To accomodate the model in the tray 

Length scale T00 1 

1 
T100 

Or say 

Width of tray required = 20,000 

1100 
18.2 m, hence 

adequate. 

Haximu discharge in tidal channel = 8000 z 1.5 

12,000 m/s 
The tidal cycle is nearly 12.5 hours, with 6.25 hours of 
tidal rise and 6.25 hours of ebb or fall.

Hence maximun discharge for tidal rise in sea areaa 

2501000x1000z 5 x 1.40 /s 253, 600 
70,000P/s 

Bence totalxin diseharge in 
to 70,000 12,000 =82,08 m3/5 OOype is equal 

20 
B2,000 

1 
4,10,000

or 2 
TO,000 

or 3/2 z 1100 

Hence 2/3 

Tidal rise in model = x 100 8.6 cms. and hence

ensily mea.surable 
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/52 

Tidal oycle tine in the model 12,5 3 3,600 

= 298 sec. 

This is in a suitable working range.

Hence the scales computea above can be adopted. 



CHAPTER-VII 
MODELS OF SURGE TANK INSTALLATIONS 

Let L represent the length of pipe 1ine ab between the 
reservoir and the surge tank (F1g.7.1) 

the sectional area of the pipe 11ne,
R the ratio of sectional area of the surge tank to 

that of the pipe line, 
V the velocity in the pipe line before a change of 

the load, velocity in the pipe line when conditions have 
2 settled down after the change of load,

the instantaneous velocity in the pipë 1ine during 
the change 

V the velocity ( simultaneous to V) in the pipe be 
bet tween the surge tank and the turbines during
the change; 
the height of water surface in the surge tank, above 
that level which 1s obtained under steady conditions 
vith initial velocity V4 

Let us suppose that,the loss of head in the main pipe 
ine, of length I is CVt velocity V and cv at velocity
V. This involves a slight approxination.

Now if the suffix m indicates the model and the suffix
p indicates the prototype, we ust have 

(a) the scale of vertical surges the sane as the scale of 
friction heads, i.e. 

(1) 

(b) With initial yelocity, V4, the loss of head in the
pipe 1ine ab 1s CVand thè dátum level xx is lower than 
the reservoir level by this extent. With change of load, 
the velocity rodnces to V and the frictional loss would bee 
CT Under steady conditions the water level would have been 
lower than the reservoir level by CVa or higher than the 

daum zz by (CV 
at a heig 
dation at any instant 1s 

- CV). Due to surge the actual level is 
y dbove the dabm. Hence, head producing retar- 

Force mass x accn.

y-C (- ) 
LP/w = h = -L/g dv/dt 

Consequently 7 - c (V *) = - (2) 
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(c) For continuity of flow, the rate of flow 1into the 
Surge tank, plus that in the pipe between the tank and the 

turbines mist equal that in the main pipe 1ine 

Sectional area of surge tank is AR and sectional area 

of pipe line is A 

Also let sectional area of pipe 11ne be be R'A. 

Then, (AR)) AV AR 
(3) or R V- R 

If R 1s the same in the model1 and the prototype, the 
ratio of the right hand side of the equation will be equa 

to the velocity ratio. 

Now for equation (2) to be dimensionally homogencous, 

ust have the dimensions of Cv and of LY 

1) Eence (4) 

From equation (1), 

n-1 
or 

(5 

for any sinia r 

Equation (5) fixes the time scale

happenings in the model and the prototype. 

Again for equation (3) to be homogeneous, 

(6) 

Substituting for from euation (1) and for t from

equation (5) in equation (6)
2 2n-2 

( (7)

Equation (7) detem ines the appropriate sise of surge tank 

for use in Model, 



SURGE TANK 

Cu,n 
RESERVOR 

TUNNEL 

To TURBINE
FIG 71 
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rannla.A pipe 1ine 150 m long has a diameteT of 1,2 m. 

t 1s equipped with a surge tank of diameter 3.4 m. The 

initia1 flow 1is at a speed of 1.43 m/s and this 1s suddenly 
reduced so as to settle down to 0.58 m/8 
Head in the pipe is 0. 18 m at 1.43 m/8. 

In constructing a model of thi1s installation, 10 m. 

long pipe of diameter 7.5. cms 1s available forxhich experi-
ment shows a frietional loss of head - 0.75 V' 5. Assum1ng
the same index of velocity to apply to the full size pipe, 

and adopting an initial velocity of 0.3 m/s. for the model 
determine the final velocity required in the model and the 

dianeter of the model surge tank. What wil11 be the scales 

of tine and of the amplitude of surge ? 

.The 1loss of 

Velocity ratio = 

477 
Hence final velocity in the model = 0.58 = 0.119 m/s. 

477 
0,18 

0.75 x (o.3)1.82 

Also 
7-9 

But from equation (+) 

oT 7-9 150 1, 

Again from equation (6), 

6,60b 

Dut R 8.05 

BenceR - B0 1.215 
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Dia,of Surge tank in model = A.215 1 7.5 = 8.25 cm. 

Hence for similarity, 1f the model vere runnin& 
initially at 0.3 m/sec. 1t would be necessary to arrane 
elose it down to a final velocity of 0.119 /sea, ap to 
provide 1t with a surge tank 8.25 cms dianeter hen 
à surge of heightx were observed in the model ring 
Gine t? theanticipated oorresponding novenent in the pro 
totype would be 7.9 x in a tine 11.0 

to 



CHAPTER-VIII 

cONSTRUCT TON OF MODBIS 

8.1. onstruction of Hodela
Construction of the model 1s governed by several princi-

ples: (1) the mo de l must be an accurate scalar repl1ca of 
the prototype, 

1) 1t should retain its accuracy of construction 
i.e. 1t must not deforn or settle, 

(141) 1t should be subject to quick and easy changes 
in details.

(iv) it mst be equipped with appurtenances ade quate
to ensure control and measurement of flow, observation and 
easurement, or of photographie recording of pertinent data.

The model must be constructed of aterials commonly
available, uch as wood, concrete, metal, wax, paraffin, 
plastic, aand and coal. 'Very frequently, the major part 
of tine spent in a model study is devoted to the construction 
of the model. Hence available workshop facilities are very 

inportant in planning a given study. Proper workshop fea.cil
ties including wood working, sa chine and sheet metal shops
are a ne cesssry part of any hydranlic model laboratory. 

8.2. Forisontalndyertical Contzol 
The fowmdation of accurate model construction 1ies in 

the establishment of aecurate control nots for both horizontal 
and vertical dinensions. Details as to horizontal controlnet 
genera11y vill depend on the shape and the siae of the model 
Thus, if the modei is long and narrow, the horizontal control
may consist of a traverse approximating thé cent 
adel, f the model is long and wide, the traverse nay approd 
ate the model perimeter. if the model covers considerable 
aree, the perimeter traverse nay be supplemented bya srid 
ystem.

The vertical contro1 system is generally based on a 

syatantial benchmark Located close to the 
covers considerable area supplementary benchmarksmay be 
establ1shed. The vertical control net itself 1s effected by 
means of an accurate level, great care being taken to attain
precision in the levelling operations 

1ine.o 

lel. If the mode1 

8.3.erentg of_the Model 
The essential elements of a model include : (a) facilitio 

for prov1ding the sodel with'a catro1led supply of ater (b) fecilities for insuring natural entrance oondittions at the 
head of the model proper(c) topography, structures to be 
tested ettc. (d) taciliti0s for inuringnatural exit conditions
at the downstrean end of the model and (e) facilities for 

recording and observing essent ial data.

MatterSunnly ater in adequate and controlled quantities 
ust be marodnced into the forebay" of the mode, On many 
hydraul1ic research stationsin India water is taken from canals
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and 1s returned back after rense. This requires the location

of the research stat1on near a canal with one or more talls 

in the vicinity. 

For relatively smaller discharges water can be pumped 
back after use. m this case sedim ent trap 1s necessary 
co remove the sediment before plmping back the water. For 

Constancy of discharge, normally a constant head tank 18 
needed to supply water to the models. 

The size of tra supply chamber or forebay depends on the 
discharge. Baffles and/or screens are prov ided in the forebay 
to ensure natural conditions of entry.

8.4. TopOgraphr: 
Topography in open channe.l models can be moulded with 

the help of templets or pegs.

The templets represent prototype sections , reduced 

to accord witth the design scale ratios. The templets are 

plotted and cut accurately, then located accurately in correct 
position andat the correct level, and firmly fixed in position. 

The bed is noulded between successive templets. In this method 

the templets renain embedded in the model. This would be 

inconvenient in case of moveable bed models. In that case 

male tenplets may be used. The templet support rests on rails 
set accurately to required grade, and no templets remain 

embedded ( see fig.8.1). 

Topography may also be mou1 ied by pegs placed over the model 

area in such a manner that the tops of the pegs ref lect correct

topographic elevations. The model surface is then noulded to 

accord with the tops of pegs. 

8.5. Materials for Model Structures 
8.5.1. Wood Its dimensions are affected by water content 
hence 1t requires ater proofing. It i susceptible to warping 
and is opaque. For vater proof ing an initial coat of linseed 

o1l, It is suitable for fabrication of structural supports, and 
structural elements having plane surfaces or surfaces of 

straightline generation of short length. Plywood may be bent 

and warped slightly and tus s suitable for alls that

are sl1ght ly warped. 

one or nore coats of vanish, and a final coat of waxere ned 

8.5.2. heet Metal: The material is workable to a limited

extent and dmensions are unaffected by water. It tends to 
buckle under mequal stresses, or in under going temperature 

changes, It 1s opaque. It may be cut to any shape, but in 

curves of straight Hne gea@ration, can not be sheped in 

varped surtaces, can be tastened metal to wood with counter-

sunk screvs, Sbéet iron must be protected by paint or galvani

zing. It 1s suitable for use ag water tight llning of Wooden 

tanks, and for fabrication of truatural elements of prismatiLc

shape. It 1s useful for conduits tubes, gates and walls. 

Structwral and cast metals are very costly to shape. 

They are useful for structural supports, model appurtenances 

ete. A partioularly useful material in the laboratory 1s the 

slotted angle, 
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8.5.3. last iegt A number of plastios are usetul in sheet
or cast tom. clear transparent, sheets of Lucite or Plexiglass 
nay be moulded into intricate shapes in the presence of heat. 
Joints can de made with suitable solvents 11ke chloroform. 

Compl1cated shapes may be cast using phenol formaldehyde 
or other resins. The oastings can be machinod or worked in a 
manner sin ilar to metals or hard woods. Most of these resins 
produce opaque castings, but considerable developmont and some 
progress is being made in transparent castings. 

The strength of these materials varies and they are 
affected by humidity and temperature and in some cases by 
sunlight. 

Unfortunately the availabi1ity of transpa.rent plastic
sheets is limited in India these days as they are imported. 
Transparent pipes and casting resins are not available at all. 

Wax: This material is workable, unaffected by water, fragile, 
Susceptidle to damage by tempeYature changes, 
structural strength and opaque. It may be poured hot 1nto a 

mould, cooled and then machined. It is suitable for fabricat- 
ion of curved model surfaces in which great precision 1s 
required. 

devoid of 

8.5.4. Masonry Conerete and Cement Mortap: These materials 8.5.4. MasonryOne er tricate or are very commony used in ndia, Where intricate or warped 
shapesan required masonry or concrete may be used for approx 
mate shaping and final finish can be given in 1:3 cement 
mortar. The roughness of the surface can be adjusted by vary-
ing the size of sand.

These materials are unaffected by water and can be givenn
any desiredshape or roughness. However any alteration of the 
model requires breaking and rema king of a portion of the 
model. Pressure points etc. have to be given in advance and 
holes can not be drilled. 

8.6. ApOurtenances 
8.6.1, Measurement and Control of Water:

Generally 1t is necessary to provide the model with a 
supply of water delivered under a nearly constant head. When 
the water 1s dram from a very. large reservoir, the possibility 
of fluc tuations in that supply need not cause concern. If 
ter is pumped, and the voltage of the electricity supply 
1s steady, constant disc arge can be assunedthowever, voltagee
flucntations are common in India and directly pumpedsupply
Vould not be reliably constant. The usual method is to supply 
the water froma"constant head tank". Ir his tank the 
inflow is arranged to be a little nore than the outflow and 

Small slov is always maintained throngh overflow troughs. 
large crest length 1s prov1ded to the overflow troughs so 
that a yery mall head f lucutation oan take care ot intlow 
Or outrlow fluctuation, 

The measurenent of the water supply oan be done by a 
weir on an open flow section, or by venturineter, orifice 
meter or nozzle meter on a pipe 1ine portion. AS fár as 
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possible all devices should be oalibrated after installation. 

Theadvantage of the veir method of o8urins discharg
18 that vith one device a large range of flow may be covered,
It requires a certeain drop of water level for operation. Arter
change of discharge, suffioient time should be alloed for 
the gauge to becme steady

The ventur imeter and orifice or nozzle meters can be 
used over 1ited ranges of flow. They cause very 11ttle 
loss of head. 

8.6.2. Measure ent of Water Surfaae! 
The vater surface level is mcasured with the help of 

a pointer gauge or a hook gauge. The pointer gauge can be 
used directly over the flow or in a gauge well- for& hook 
gRuge a gauge wel1 is usually requred. Tme, gaugewel1 
maintainsa stilater surface over which the gauge can be 
aocurately adjusted. Depending on the ratio of the area of 
the gauge veli to that of the connect ing openings (with the 
flov) there will be a time lag betveen the change of water
surface in the flow and the corresponding change in the gauge 
well.Tbe least count of these gauges is generally, 1/1000 ft. 
or 5 

"to obtain a continuous record of fluctuating water 
levels a " capacitance eauge" is useful. A schenatic arrange 

ment fora capacitance gauge 1s showm in fig 8.2. 

The gauge consists of a conductor surrounded by an 
insulator hich is dipped in water. Another conncting proDe 
1s also dipped into water. These two are connected to one 
am of a wheatstone bridge,
known resis tances and one known capacitance. The bridge 1s 
connected to an A.C. supply. As the water level fluctuates, 
the capac 1tance of the gauge changes, and this causes a 
change of voltage across the terminals AB of the bridge.A 
cont inuous record of this variation can be obtained on an 
oscilloEraph.

the other arms consisting of to 

8.6.3. easur ement of Pressurei. 
Statie pressures are eenerally measured by piez ometers 

connected to manome ter banks. Piezometer tappings should be 
smal1, normal to the boundary, and should no project into 
the fiov. The diameter of the opening should be consttant for 
at least three dianeters. 

Por rap1dly fluctuating pres sures instantaneous values
are often_required, Por the se " pressurece 1ls " are used which 
electrically transuit impulses toa presaure meter where the 
pre ssures are recorded on an os1llograph fih. 

8,6,4, Mespurenent of Current DMraat iones 
(1) Surface currents

are obtained by plotting the courses of floats, usually ordi-
nary confetti. y photograpl 
11y and for a f1xed time exposure, a velocity detemination 
16 also obtained. 

the directions of surface currents 

ng the streak of á float vertica 
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(11) Bottom Currents For these bed rollers are used which 
are just heavier than water pellets made of oreosoted Wood,

Wx coal etc. serve quite we1l, " RMttis" where available 

nake excellent bed rollers.

(Lii) or intermediate currents a specific gravity of very 

nearly wnity is required. If depth 1s cons1derable, hollow 

balls, partly filled with sand or vater, and then s ealed 
can be used, 

Tn iscible globules having a apecif1e gravity of 1.0 

Made bT nixing benezene with carbon- tetrachlor1de, or better 

n._butylthylate and technical xylo1, coloured red with ann 

o1l dye are very useful.

Short woolen threads attached to wires extending into 

the flowing water are often used to indicate current direc- 

tions. Dyes ( commonly potassium permaganate or fluorescien) 

may be used to indicate the general pattern of sub-surface 

currents by introducing them through small tubes at desired 

points 
8.6.5. Measurement of Velocity: 

Measurement of velocity in mo dels is usually carried 

out by either of the following three instruments. (1)pitot 

tube (1i) Midget current meter and (111) Bentzel tube. 

The accuracy of the pitot tube depends on the sensitivity 

of the manometer used. It iS not suited for velocities Smaller 

than about 0.5 ft/sec 
The midget current meter wil1 re spond to velocities as 

small as 0.05 ft/sec. 

The Benzel velocity tube ( Fig 8.3) wil1 show velocities 

be ween 0.15 and 6,0 ft/sec.
difference betveen the U/S facing and d/s facing tips of the 

tube, a flow is established through the tube. The equlibrium 

position occup1ed by the float depends on the velocity of the 

main flow. The velocity scale is obtained by actual calibra-

tion 
8.6.7. ail ater Control

Water surface elevations at lower end of the model 

must be contro1led by an adjustable tail gate weir, or vertical 

WOOden strips, or a valve in the return pipe.

Model Operation 
The operation of the model may be considered in four parts 

adjustment veri1ficatlon, tests and preparation of reports. 

The process of adjustment consists of testing whether

the model 1s adequate for the purpose for which 1t vas

designed. These tests pave the way for the finer adjustments 

inelude d 

on account of the pressure

in the process of model verification. 

verification" process has been discus sed earlier in 

connection with moveable bed models. 

8.7. Conduct of Tests:
The procedure involves the model study of a nuaber of 
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alternative designs and the development of the most advan
tageous design, Great oare must be used in conducting and 

interpreting the tests. Wh1le the experimenter must have a 

thorough knowledge of the fundamentals, great care,, 1ngenuity 

and patience are also required in corretly interpréting the 

model results. 

The Judgenent exercised in interpreting model data will 
often be greatly influenced by the re sults of the model veri 

fication tests. Only 1f the verification has been clear cut 
and accurate and 1f the test occurrences have not dirferedd 

greatly from the verification occurrences can be experimental 

data be regarded as quantitatively reliable. A close 11asion

between the experimenters 
desirable. 

nd the designing engineer 1s very 

Since most of the expenditure on model study 1s nder 
taken in making and verification of the model, there 1s little

economy to be gained in curtailing the programne of testS. 

During the tests all possibi11ties, including many not strictly

applicable to the problem at hand, may be explored at minor 

additional expense. 

The results of the model investigations should be 
communicated to the desigmcontinuously in a series of pro 

gress reports as action on the works can not often await the 

preparation of the final comprehensive report.
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